Perception of psychological wellbeing and perceived social support in older adults in Chile

Abstract

Today there is an era of demographic transition, some researchers, such as, indicate that this increase on a global scale emerged after the Second World War, product of policies to increase the number of population decimated after the war that was in force. In European countries and in the United States. This increase in birth rate was known as “baby boom”. In Chile there was a similar “boom”, since the first population count was made (in 1813), the population has increased from 800 thousand inhabitants to 17 million inhabitants in 2010 (INE, 2010). This increase is explained by the beginning of the expansion and consolidation of the public health system in the 1940s, with which the infant mortality rates were reduced, reaching its highest point in the 1960s and then reduced to these days (National Library of Chile, 2016).
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Introduction

Unlike other places in the world, such as the United Kingdom, it is estimated that the population over 60 years old would double in an estimated time of 45 years (from 7% to 14%). In Latin America and the Caribbean there has been an alarming aging of the population due to “the low fertility and the increase in the life expectancy of the population that have occurred in the last four decades of the last century” (ECLAC, 2014). In this context, Chile presents a progressive and accelerated change in its population pyramid; is the third oldest country in Latin America, where the group of 60 years or more that in the year 2001 was 10.6% will increase to 19% in the year 2025, with a life expectancy that will reach 80 years.

Something that causes concern, regarding this aging population, is the welfare state in the elderly, as Krzemien et al., say. The last years of life are known to be difficult for the elderly, because they are characterized by losses, threats and adaptation to new psychosocial and physical states; these events can limit life in quantitative and qualitative terms.

When talking about the elderly, we talk about a more advanced stage of personal development and development, which due to its special characteristics deserves to be treated with the utmost care, but for many of its components, it often becomes a stage of marginalization and abandonment. It is also possible to classify the members of the third age as all those who go through the process of old age, which according to Marin can be understood as a universal, individual process that is part of the life cycle, where there is a set of morphological, functional and psychological changes produced by the passage of time.

Regarding studies of psychological well-being, these focus on the personal development of individuals, on the style and manner of facing vital challenges and on the effort and eagerness to achieve goals (Muratori, Zubieta, Ubillos, Gonzáles & Bobowik, 2015). They emphasize the process and the achievement of those values that make individuals feel alive and authentic, which makes them grow as individuals and individuals and not so much the activities that provide pleasure or move away from pain (Muratori et al., 2015).

Ryff is one of the most important authors in the study of Psychological Wellbeing, in 1989 she reviewed the most important authors who had talked about this concept: Allport, Erikson, Jung, Maslow, Neugarten, Rogers, after which he exposed the common points in all the theoretical conceptions surrounding psychological well-being and established that these theoretical convergences are the core dimensions for the development of an alternative model, these 6 dimensions are: Self-acceptance (the ability of feeling good with one, even being aware of one’s limitations), Positive relationships (The ability to maintain stable and reliable social relationships that serve as sources of well-being and health), Autonomy (The ability to maintain individuality in different social contexts, have self-determination, be independent and have their authority, Ryff & Keyes, cited in Diaz et al., as well as better resist social pressure and better self-regulate behavior, cited in. Domain of the Environment (the personal ability to choose or create favorable environments to satisfy one’s own desires and needs), Purpose in life (The ability to define objectives that endow life with meaning) and Personal Growth (the effort to develop their potential, to continue to grow as a person and lead to maximum capacity). Well-being is influenced by different factors, such as the exercise, the ability to adapt to a new culture, the sense of community, quality of life, age, gender and marital status. But undoubtedly an important predictor of well-being is the subjective evaluation that the individual makes of his/her resources, among which is the perceived social support.

Diener et al., cited in Novoa conceive perceived social support as a reflection of the valuation that subjects make to their own lives. They also add that to have a real approximation to this, it is necessary to consider the components that constitute it: positive and negative affect, general satisfaction with life and satisfaction domain.

According to Escobar, social support is the functional element of social relations, i.e. the interaction within the social network, which operates on well-being through this structure, an idea that is reinforced in the research of Figueroa et al., when they indicate that social relationships play a fundamental role in life satisfaction of the elderly, by promoting well-being, prevention of emotional disturbances such as depression and physical nature such as chronic diseases. Esquivas indicates that it is positively related to the quality of life.

Around the scores of social support perceived in a sample of older,...
adults in Spain and their relationship with psychological well-being. From Juanae et al., they point out that older people who do not go out with other people are less likely to talk to others about their problems, are less distracted than they want and receive less praise and obtain lower scores on all of the dimensions of psychological well-being. The same authors state that, as expected, interpersonal relationships act on psychological well-being in a positive way, as reflected in the studies by Ferguson et al. Despite the theory and research that indicate that the psychological well-being and perceived social support of older adults is lower compared to other age ranges and, in general, that well-being scores are low in this period of life. Other researchers have found that the participation or occupation in activities can improve both the psychological well-being and the perceived social support, this is clear with a group of university students of the third age who after attending 6 months to a program University of São Paulo (Brazil), they increased their welfare indexes. In Chile, a group of senior volunteers from the ‘‘Senior Advisors’’ program of SENAMA region of Bio-Bío, obtained higher rates of well-being compared to a group of non-volunteer adults who use CEFAM San Pedro, from the Commune of San Pedro de la Paz. In Spain, Guillén & Angulo investigated the effects of exercise on psychological well-being and positive personality traits, concluding that, in effect, older adults who perform constant exercises have more psychological well-being than those who did not, likewise, Perez Aldegue found in their studies that those older adults who were amateur choristers had greater psychological well-being than those members of the elderly who did not participate in a choir. In Singapore, a 2-year follow-up to more than 1500 older adults (of which 12% were in jobs or businesses, 10% volunteered, and 78% did not do any activity). They continued to work and those who participated in volunteering had better scores in cognitive tests, fewer depressive symptoms and better levels of mental well-being and satisfaction than non-voluntary older adults.

**Discussion**

Frequent activity in late adulthood allows the development of all those dimensions that in an integrated manner make up what Ryff (1989a, b) conceived as Psychological Wellbeing: The continuation of activities of daily life allows older people to be independent and to do Respect their authority (Autonomy), you can also see the power of activities of daily life allows older people to be independent and friends are generated (positive relationships), which together with the continuous development in intellectual and emotional activities make these adults continue to grow (Personal Growth). On the other hand, the older person who stays active accepts their physical deiciencies and generates strategies to face them (Self-acceptance) which shows that there are still goals in life, even with the passage of age (purpose in Life), this connection between a high psychological well-being and the activities is seen in the results of Guillén & Angulo’s research and Pérez-Aldegue, when in their research they found that exercise and participation in chorus, respectively, is positively related to psychological well-being.
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